
LOCKED & SECURE WITH UFO+

Sorry! THIS 
VAN IS

LOCKED
Need to leave your van unattended to make a delivery or 
parked in a lot with no security staff? No problem. UFO+ will 
keep your cargo safe at all times.

LOCKED
SLAm

UFO+ stays attached flush 
against the door, so you can’t 
forget to use it the way you 
might with a traditional pa-
dlock. With its easy-lock 
latch, UFO+ locks automati-
cally when closed and can be 
used on both side and back 
doors. 
This makes it extremely 
handy for anyone who makes 
multiple quick stops during 
the day (e.g. express deli-
very service). With UFO+ you 
can stop whenever you need 
to in total safety.

LOCKED
AND SAFE
The stainless-steel casing 
and the unique and modern 

design of this lock, which 
integrates seamlessly with 
the bodywork of any vehicle, 
make UFO+ the definitive 
anti-theft solution, ideal for 
keeping cargo in commercial 
vans safe.

ufo

UFO+, the new add-on lock for commercial vans 
and light trucks is:

 highly practical, ideal for anyone looking 
 to be safe at all times.

 strong, built in ultra-resistant steel;

 ideal for both side and back doors for all 
vehicle models; 

  unique and elegant in its design, 
 remaining flush against the door with no 

way to pry it off.
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•  Locking mechanism protected by stainless-steel, drill-resistant 
protective casing

•  15-pin, multi-combination, reversible dimple key

• Ultra-resistant stainless-steel outer casing

•  Available in sets of two or three with a single key

•  Easy to install thanks to its bayonet-mount system, making in-
stallation fast and effective

• Assembly kit included

UFO+ is the new add-on security lock for commercial vans and small trucks. Easy and fast to install (in 
less than 1 hour), it remains fixed to the door and locks with a click, so there’s no way you can forget to 
lock your vehicle. A single key may be used to unlock all UFO+ locks mounted on a given vehicle, ma-
king it an efficient, intelligent system that is already being used by the leading transport companies.
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